Introduction
Decisions about water resources have been widely recognized as being multiple objective in nature. In fact, many theories and concepts of multiple-criteria decision making (MCDM) have been inspired by water resources planning problems [Stewart and Scott, 1995] . Usually, water supply planning problems have diverse economic, social, environmental, and political objectives. During the past two decades, many MCDM techniques have been developed for use in water resources planning problems [e.g., Marks, 1973, 1975 The main objective of this paper is to propose models and associated analytical techniques to select, within a multiple objective framework and under interdependence of actions, the best combination of long-term water supply strategies for the Regional Municipality of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. This study is the first attempt to apply analytical multiple objective methods to the Waterloo water supply planning problem (WWSPP). Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first water supply planning study in which the interdependence of actions has been explicitly considered in the modeling process. Section 2 briefly describes the background and characteristics of the WWSPP. Section 3 defines the concept of interdependence of actions and explains various interdependencies that exist in the WWSPP. The general mathematical model of WWSPP is presented in section 4. Subsequently, section 5 proposes a solution methodology for the model, while section 6 discusses the input data. Then section 7 presents a brief discussion of the solutions. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 8.
•Also at Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science, University Like many other long-term water policy problems, there are several sources of uncertainty in the WWSPP. For example, actual water demand may not be as forecast, the capacities and reliability of some actions may not be accurately estimated, and implementation costs are not known precisely. In this study we do not explicitly include uncertainty for these parameters. Nevertheless, one can use any sensitivity analysis method on uncertain parameters to assess the effects of uncertainty on solutions.
In WWSPP the three competing strategies are referred to as tradition, security, and displacement. Each strategy is based on a specific philosophy. Tradition means to delay expansion of sources of water until demand exceeds supply. This strategy runs a high risk of shortages because of unexpected events. The Waterloo region has occasionally experienced contamination of some wells, leading to short-term water shortages. For example, in the early 1990s the wells supplying the town of Elmira were dosed because of pollution of the underground aquifer; Elmira now receives its water via a pipeline from the city of Waterloo.
According to the security strategy, additional capacity should be developed to secure the region from any potential loss of water resources. This strategy increases confidence that 2225 RAJABI ET AL.: WATER SUPPLY PLANNING future water demand will be met but also increases investment and operating costs. The displacement strategy emphasizes the replacement of current sources of water, which would have several advantages. For instance, water from an alternative source, such as one of the Great Lakes, would not require domestic softening, and supplies would be more reliable and secure. It is noteworthy that the best subset of water supply actions may be different for each strategy because the strategies correspond to different water supply principles.
Criterion Identification
The overall purpose of WWSPP is to design and implement the best water resources plan to satisfy long-term demand. In light of this purpose, more specific objectives such as low cost, good water quality, low infrastructure impacts, minimum environmental impacts, low risk, and sufficient supply capability have been proposed for measuring the effectiveness of possible actions. Below is a brief description of each criterion. 2.2.5. Risk. Maximizing the security and reliability of water is a major concern. Selecting actions that increase the flexibility of water supply reduces this risk. A project is flexible if it is multipurpose, quick to implement, easy to expand, and easy to modify in case of unexpected changes. Note that in some studies, one element of the risk criterion is the possibility of water shortage. However, we include this consideration in the supply capability criterion.
2.2.6. Supply capability. Most water resources planning research considers supply capability to be a set of constraints to be satisfied. However, in the WWSPP different strategies (i.e., traditional, security, and displacement) may lead to various policies for satisfying water demand. Therefore supply capability is included as an objective that should be maximized in the model. According to this objective, actions that provide large supply capability in the future are preferred. Clearly, larger supply capability imposes more cost. Note that the requirement to meet the minimum demand on the basis of the traditional strategy in each subregion is considered as a constraint in the analysis.
Available Actions
The definition and generation of actions is an important step in the process of multiobjective water resources planning but Grand River (GR): Currently, a small portion of the region's water is provided by the Grand River. Low water quality, especially in dry seasons, is a major concern for using Grand River. This action refers to higher extraction directly from this source.
Grand River low-flow augmentation (LF): To provide the opportunity for additional summer extraction, one set of proposed actions is augmentation of the Grand River in low-flow periods, using reservoirs or a pipeline from one of the Great Lakes.
Great Lakes pipeline (PL): This set of actions includes constructing pipelines from one of the Great Lakes along one of several possible routes.
In addition to the above actions, certain managerial, pricing, and regulatory policies could be implemented in conjunction with any solution to the problem. These policies may be especially important as an alternative to expensive water supply actions [e.g., Bulkley, 1995; Ballweber, 1995] . Even though the particular set of policies selected may affect the best subset of actions, we do not include these policies in the subset selection problem for several reasons. First, we do not at present have enough information on the measurable impacts of the available water policies on water actions across different criteria. As well, including water policies in the base model would increase the size and complexity beyond what is required for a demonstration of this methodology. Nevertheless, we emphasize that the structure of our model allows inclusion of all possible managerial, policy, and regulatory options. Moreover, the effects of some demand management policies can be examined by considering different scenarios in a sensitivity analysis. For example, different pricing policies may change the scenario for water demand. Note that in most situations, evaluation according to a criterion may be readily available for individual actions but not for sets of actions, because these values are typically obtained from experts in different fields who prefer to evaluate each individual action on its own. In reality, time considerations, diversity of expertise, and lack of established procedures for eliciting information about interdependence mean that knowledge about interdependence is often sketchy. As a result, a great deal of subjectivity may be involved in aggregating values of actions into values of subsets of actions. Therefore in most into account by considering a combination of actions that explicitly involves the relationships among actions. Such approaches demand extra effort, especially for models with large numbers of actions [Randall et al., 1990 [Randall et al., , 1997 .
Interdependence of Actions
More description of the theory and practice of interdependence of actions is given by Rajabi et al. [1998, 1997b] . In the WWSPP there are several kinds of interdependence among actions that cannot be overlooked. Table 1 describes some groups of interdependent actions and the criteria under which they are interdependent, categorizes the interdependencies, and indicates whether the interdependence is positive or negative. Also, Table 2 shows the amount of synergy between actions on different criteria. For the sake of simplicity, only binary interdependencies are considered here. Furthermore, since interdependence is a symmetric relation, only one side of the interdependence between two actions is shown in this table. Note that in addition to those given in Table 1 other specific action(s) is selected, they are conditionally interdependent. As an example of conditional interdependence, suppose that a i and a 3 are wells that are far enough from each other to be independent. However, if well a 2 is close to both a 1 and a3, then when a2 is selected the amount of water extraction from either a I or a 3 may affect the amount that can be extracted from the other. In this case, a 1 and a 3 are conditionally interdependent. Each of the above approaches has strengths and weaknesses. Assessing the DM's value function is quite difficult and may involve a great deal of subjectivity. This is especially critical when the number of criteria is large. Vector optimization may produce a very large set of efficient alternatives; after using this method the DM must still select a specific solution. For example, Ruhe [1988] shows that for a particular class of bicriteria transshipment problems, there are 2 n supported efficient solutions, where n is the number of nodes. As well, using vector optimization to obtain the set of unsupported efficient solutions in this multiple-criteria zero-one problem may be quite difficult because of the nonconvexity of the decision space. In fact, most multiple-criteria zero-one procedures are applicable only to small problems. Moreover, when the purpose is to select a combination of actions, the individually dominated actions should not be removed first, since there is a possibility that under some value functions, a combination including one or more dominated actions may be the best alternative [Rajabi et al., 1996] . This occurrence becomes more likely in the presence of interdependence, making large numbers of decision variables inevitable in the multiple-criteria zero-one problem.
Model Building
Goal programming (GP), one of the most popular methods in MCDM because of its combination of validity, acceptability, and ease of use, has been applied in many different areas. White's [1990] survey of multiple-objective optimization publications found that 280 out of 400 applications involved variations on GP techniques. The popularity of GP is partly due to the fact that GP problems can be solved with most standard mathematical programming procedures and software.
Even though GP seems to be suitable for the WWSPP, there are some difficulties. To use GP, one must specify the level of goals for all criteria and define the distance metric used to measure the distance of feasible solutions from the target. In many practical cases, both of these steps are difficult to implement. The DM and analyst must have enough knowledge of the problem to be able to set reasonable goals and select an appropriate metric. Moreover, except for the Chebyshev type, GP requires the same assumptions as multiattribute value theory, including additive independence of attributes, ratio-scaled weights, and interval-scaled attribute value functions. Additionally, if the goals are assigned at or above the ideal point, Chebyshev GP does not have these weaknesses. In Chebyshev GP the most critical criterion always receives the most attention, and aggregation of deviations is avoided. However, Chebyshev GP can result in a solution with a large weighted sum of deviations. It has also been shown that Chebyshev GP solutions may reject some reasonable solutions in favor of others that are more balanced [Ignizio and Cavalier, 1994] . Note that both Archimedean and Chebyshev GP are often used to find a promising solution according to the aspiration levels and the priority of objectives specified by the DM. However, in many situations the DM might prefer to have several good solutions to choose from, possibly by including qualitative criteria. In what follows, we propose a new GP approach which RAJABI ET AL.: WATER SUPPLY PLANNING 2231 One can use any multicriteria integer approach to solve problem Q1. However, given the difficulty of finding unsupported efficient solutions in multicriteria integer problems and the fact that only some representative GP-efficient solutions are needed, we adopted a weighted approach to find a portion of the efficient solutions of (Q1). Hence our solution involves 
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Input Data
Population growth is the main cause of increase in water demand in the Waterloo region. Table 3 show, s the predicted water demand for each subregion, in terms of MIGD to the year 2041. Table 4 provides actual evaluations for the water supply actions according to the main criteria. The scores for water quality, environmental impacts, and risk criteria are estimated according to the preliminary evaluations obtained by Associated Engineering [1994] , which were based on expert judgment. Arrows show the direction of preference for each criterion. It is assumed that the preference of the DM is monotonically increasing or decreasing on each criterion.
Since there is no explicit information on the DM's goal for each criterion, the ideal point of the problem is used as the initial target of the problem. Recall that the ideal point is a solution which is best according to all criteria. Solving the overall goal programming problem with the ideal point as the goal provides some initial solutions to the DM. If the DM is not satisfied with this set of solutions, or if he or she wants to examine the robustness of the solutions, the second step is started.
In the second step the DM specifies the percentage of the ideal point on each criterion that can be downgraded without penalty. Then the model is solved for this new target. The decision process is terminated when the DM is satisfied with the solution. The model is built such that the DM can easily enter these percentages.
The importance of each criterion is reflected as the rate of The WWSPP was modeled using GAMS (general algebraic modeling system) and solved with LAMPS (linear and mixedinteger programming system). Different logical constraints and special ordered sets were added to the set of constraints to reduce computational time. Also, the planning horizon was divided into 5, rather than 10, periods to reduce the number of integer variables. The combined Chebyshev-Archimedean procedure was then employed to solve the model.
In this section it is demonstrated that interdependence of actions should not be ignored. In other words, solutions of the model with and without interdependence are quite different. Moreover, the study shows that the convex combination of weighted and Chebyshev GP produces different GP solutions with balanced deviations from goals. Hence the DM has the opportunity to compare these different solutions, perhaps by considering criteria that could not be stated formally.
Even though the model presented in this paper is inspired by a real-world water resources problem, the following simplifi- Table 5 in a schematic form.
As Table 5 and Figure 2 show, the subset of actions selected is different depending on whether interdependence of actions is included or ignored. When 0.4 -< X < 0.8, the best solution for the case of interdependence is AQ2 and GWl, while for no interdependence, it is AQ2 and PL2. The reason for this discrepancy is that the desirable synergistic effects of AQ2 and GWl exceed any desirable synergies between AQ2 and PL2 because of interdependencies on different criteria. As Table 4   Table 5 Moreover, Table 5 shows that the combined ChebyshevArchimedean model produces several different GP nondominated solutions with different properties. Aquifer recharge is the only action that is recommended in all cases. The main reason that aquifer recharge is always selected is that the investment cost of this action is quite low in comparison with other actions (see Table 4 ); implementing aquifer recharge and then using only a portion of its capacity is justifiable. An important practical observation is that if the planning horizon is extended, then other actions may be selected instead of aquifer recharge. Note that as the value of X increases, and hence as the objective function of GP model approaches a Chebyshev norm, the maximum deviation from the goals over all criteria is minimized. However, at the same time the sum of weighted deviations is increased substantially. The cost criterion always has the maximum deviation. Table 6 shows the percentages of water utilization of each selected action by each subregion, when X = 0.5 and interdependence is taken into account. For this situation, new groundwater sources have to be implemented starting at an early stage. Only a small portion of the capacity of this resource is used (12.5 %) at the beginning; gradually, usage is increased so that in the fourth and fifth periods this action is at full capacity (10 MIGD, or 4.6 x 106 L d-X). On the other hand, another selected action, AQ2, is needed only in the last two periods, and only 41% of its capacity will be utilized at the end of the planning horizon. As pointed out earlier, AQ2 is selected because of its low investment cost, even though its operating cost is relatively high. Additionally, in this case the analysis recommends that the entire capacity of the existing groundwater sources and the Grand River should be utilized; replacing them with new water sources is not justified. This is mainly because the cost criterion has priority over all other criteria. Table 7 shows information similar to that in Table 6 , except that interdependence of actions is ignored. As shown in this table, the solution is quite different when interdependencies are not taken into account. Here a second pipeline option (PL2) is chosen instead of groundwater. In the first period, only 12% of its capacity is utilized; gradually, usage is increased. In the fourth period the entire capacity of action PL2 is used for Kitchener/Waterloo, while in the fifth period it is assigned to Cambridge. Again, AQ is used partially only for the last two periods. Additionally, current water supply actions (groundwater and Grand River) are used completely in all periods. Therefore, if the interdependence of actions is ignored, the solution changes dramatically. Tables 8 and 9 show the solution of the WWSPP when the GP objective function is a pure Chebyshev norm (i.e., X = 1) with and without interdependence of actions. In this case three new actions are selected: GWl, AQ1, and GR1. These new actions, along with OGW and OGR, provide a solution minimizing the maximum deviation from the target over all criteria, relative to all other feasible solutions, even though the deviations from the target for other criterion goals may be comparatively large. For this situation, GR1 is utilized only in the last two periods and AQ1 is needed, but only partially and only in the last period. Note that the presence of interdependence does not affect which actions are selected, but it alters substantially their distribution over the subregions.
Conclusions
In this paper a real-world water supply planning problem, the WWSPP, is modeled as a multiple-objective mixed-integer programming problem. The study clearly shows the importance of accounting for interdependence of actions, even when the amount of interdependence is moderate. Without considering interdependence of actions, subset evaluation and selection require less information assessment and fewer computations, so it is tempting to ignore interdependence of actions in the WWSPP. However, this case study vividly demonstrates that the additional work required to explicitly include interdependence will be rewarded by better choices of water supply actions. Moreover, it is shown that the combined ChebyshevArchimedean GP is a useful tool to generate different attractive solutions, with or without interdependence of actions. Finally, these solutions provide valuable insights and guidance into how better decisions can be made. 
